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JAPANESE BUDDHIST RITUAL

Buddhist Ritual: Nomanji Temple. Rev. Mr: Saseki & congregation singing hymns.
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NOTES ON BUDDHISM

by D. G. Haring
Many forms of Buddhism are observed in many lands. Doctrines and practices are innumerable, often contradictory. In
the course of 2500 years Buddhi sm has s pread throughout
India, Burma, Ceylon, Thailand, Sumatra, Malaya, Indo-China,
Tibet, China, Korea, and Japan. India and Sumatra no longer
accept Buddhism despite persistence of Buddhi s t ideas and
practices. The protean forms of modern Buddhism stem from
thinkers in every part of southern and eastern Asia. Often the
teachings of the founder are submerged beneath doctrin es
evol ved in subsequent centuries. The numerous sects and
divers doctrines, however, still are reco gnized as Buddhist
despite the fact that it cannot be said of anyone doctrine or
ritual, "This and only this is BUddhism. "
The spread of Buddhism over Asia provides one of the
great sagas of human history. Zealous missionaries from
India carried the doctrine, the philosophy, and the art to
every part of the vast continent; their influence transformed
many a savage tribe into a civilized people; they imparted
the mysteries of writing and opened the gates to learning,
while their new ideals of human worth won support. Regional
isolation fostered the rise of diverse Buddhist traditions; the
Tibetan Lama contrasts with the Buddhist of Ceylon, and
both differ from Buddhists in Japan.
Thus there arose two main streams of Buddhist tradition:
the Hinayana or Southern type, reminiscent of the doctrine
and practice of early Indian Buddhism; and the Mahayana or
Northern type, kaleidoscopic in diversity, erdlessly subdivided into sects, and prolific of doctrines of which many
diverge from the original teachin g.
Some superficial comparisons of Buddhism and Christianity
may facilitate understanding, although all such comparison is
difficult, perhaps misleading. The following statements
should be read in the light of a strong caution against acceptance of simple generalizations; any Christian will feel
that Christianity is misrepresented, just as any Buddhist
will feel that the picture of Buddhism is inaccurate. In general, both religiouns originated in the teaching of individual
founders ; both subsequently developed doctrines concernin g
their founders. Both religions have exhibited strong asc e tic
tendencies, and both have holy orders of monks and nuns.
Buddhists and Christians alike utilize ordained male
priests; both religionshave held general councils ; both depend on written scriptures, believe in heavens and hells,
conduct such rituals as the Mass and administer sacraments; both make use of incense, prayer beads, priestly vestments, sacred relics, images of saints, sacred chants and
hymns. Buddhism further resembles Chris tianity in th e acac ceptan ce of a doctrine of a s acred Trinity, doctrines of a
miraculous birth, and emphas is upon the valu e of mercy,
charity, and good works. Bo th reli gions claim universal
validity and conduct missionary enterprises; both have carried no ble traditions of art a nd architecture into many
lands. Among the sincere devotees of either faith there are
numbered thousands of admirable individuals - men and
wom en of integri ty whose devotion and good will command
universal respect. In an address in Tokyo many years ago,
Dr. Masaharu Anesaki (Professor of Religion, Tokyo Imperial
University, and som etime lecturer at Harvard) remarked: "If
by some miracle, J esus of Nazareth, Gotama th e Buddha, and
China's Laotzu could talk fac e to face, each of the three
would meet for th e first time two companions who understoo d
him. "

Rev. Mr. Sasaki before altar.

When comparison of Buddhism and Christianity is carried
further, conspicuous differences appear. Some Buddhists be-'
lieve in many gods, other Buddhists follow th e example of the
founder of their religion and regard all gods with a measure
of agnosticism, and a few Buddhist sects are clearly
atheistic. Religious attainment through human effort is the
central emphasis in Buddhism. Christiarity, on the other
hand, has insisted upon belief in one supreme deity upon
whom all human welfare depends. Furthermore, Christians
usually insist upon doc trinal consistency - a demand that
has spawned bitter s ectarian divisions - while Buddhists regard doctrinal inconsis tencies with complacency and often
argue that if any doctrine is true, its opposite may be
equally true.
The general pattern of Buddhist worship involves vis its to
temples for individual prayer, together with recurrent mass
fest-iv.&)s ; Christians, however, favor congregational assembli ~n a fix ed day of the week. Buddhist s criptures are
numbered in the thous ands and the canon continues fl exible;
Christian SCriptures are confined to a small body of writings
with very,S ew dis puted marginal items. Rarely if ever have
Buddhists developed a single unified, powerful hi erarchical
organization; Chris tianity has a lon g hi s tory of total inclusion of believ-ers under a s ingle earthly hierarchy. Christians teach that a man lives but once, and that his soul s ubsequently passes eternity in heaven or hell; Buddhists teach
that all living creatures undergo endless rebirths and
deaths on earth, in heavens or hells, and the goal of their religion is escape from this round of rebirths. BUddhists exalt a
doctrine of moral ·cause and effect: every happening is
caused by some moral act in a past or present life, and any
act or wish has its inevitable consequences in the future.
Even gods are finite, subject to death and rebirth after aeons
of time. Christians us:\all y regard human events as contingent upon human choice, and conceive of the Deity as an
omniscient, omnipresent, eternal Creator and Judge who r~
wards good and evil conduct 'in a future exis tence of the
soul.
'

The two religions naturally differ in cultural background
and classical traditions. BUddhists look to India as the
homeland of their faith and the cultural milieu of their religion retains numberless tokens of its Indian origin.
Christianity stems from Hebrew monotheism, and its external
forms bear the stamp of the Hellenistic period of the
Mediterranean world. All of these superficial differences and
res em blances should be accepted tentatively, for more careful study will reveal the inaccuracy of simple general statements.
Historically, Buddhism originated in northeastern India at
the end of the sixth century B.C., in the teaching and practice of a minor noble of the Sakya clan, whose personal name
was Gautama. Pious BUddhists reverently avoid this personal name; they refer to him as Sakya Muni (i.e., Teacher of
the Sakyas; in Japanese, Oshaka Sama); as the Buddha (i.e.,
The Enlightened One), by his own term, Tathagata (TruthRevealer), and many other titles. "The Buddha" is confusing
as a designation of the founder because there are many
Buddhas; anyone who achieves complete enlightenment becomes a Buddha.
Manifold le gends cluster about this great founder - stories
of wonders such as a miraculous birth, s imultaneous conversion of thousands of disciples, previous and future incarnations, and volum es of alle ge d teachings written centuries
after his-death. Certain facts are clear: a remarkable person
lived in north India in the sixth century B.C. , and much of the
teaching attributed to him bears the mark of a master. There
is general agreement that in his youth he knew comfort, perhaps luxury; that after some happy years with a wife and
child he renounced all comfort for the hardships of a wandering ascetic. Years of self-torturing discipline convinced him.
that neither luxurious indulgence nor ascetic rigor could attain his spiritual goal. He turned his back on both extremes
and sought a more wholesome way of life. The current
doctrine in Hinduism stressed the evil aspects of existence,
and Sakya Muni was oppressed by the problems of human suffering, disease, and death. Hopeless pessimism is inevitable when the belief that all existence is misery is
coupled with the doctrine of endless rebirths into the same
unhappy world. Like many thoughtful Indians of his day,
Sakya Muni sought escape from this bleak dilemma. Meditating under abo tree, he suddenly attained enlightenment and
thenceforth proclaimed a way of escape from sorrow and suffering, from endless rebirths and misery. To his contemporaries as to other millions of Asiatics in later centuries, this
doctrine came as glad tidings of release from what Occidentals call "Oriental Pessimism."
Sakya Muni's solution centered in a new insight into the
Hindu doctrine of Karma. Loosely and inadequately translated "fate," karma denotes the principle of rebirth in a form
determined by one's past deeds. Pondering the cause of rebirth, the Tathagata concluded that the ego is not born repeatedly, and he denied the reality of an ego-principle. Rebirth, he asserted, is effected by the desires-good or badwith which man continually plagues himself. Death cannot
terminate the causation set going by desire, and uncompensated desires bring a new ego into existence~ In turn, the desires of the new ego effect yet another birth and so the
chain of misery continues. But if one eliminates all desire,
the necessity for a subsequent birth vanishes, and the enlightened one achieves a bl essed state called Nirvana
devoid of ego-attributes.
Respectin g Nirvana, Sakya Muni refus ed to be bound by
words and their limitations. Since that state transcends
human ability to think, nothing that man can say about it is
true, nor is any human statement respecting it false. Words
and human concepts are not pertinent, since they are
products of a consciousness that has no part in Nirvana.
Nirvana involves complete rel ease from th e cycle of death
and rebirth and from the sufferings of individual existence.
Attainment of enlightment does not coincide with death, for
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Nirvana transcends living or dying. But the person who
achieves Buddhahood automatica~y lives as a virtuous, helpful, reasonable, kindly, intelligent' person-he cannot attain
bliss merely by conforming to rules of morality or by being
good in order to win a reward, for such aspirations constitute
desires that hold one to the cycle of death and rebirth. The
self-discipline and profound insight that achieve Nirvana,
however, inevitably and effortlessly bring about virtuous
conduct.
Sakyamuni is credited with founding an Order of believers who took the threefold vow, "I take refuge in the
Buddha, !take refuge in the Law, I take refuge in the Order."
Doubtless this vow came into vogue after the death of Sakya
Muni, although the Order and Vow date from the earliest years
of Buddhist history. The threefold Vow symbolizes the
Buddhist trinity-not a triune dei ty, but a faith with three aspects. Buddhism became the dominant reli gion of India, and
under King Asoka in the third century B.C. trained missionaries were sent out to spread the teaching in all directions.
The subsequent eclipse of Buddhism in India and the development of Hinayama Buddhism in Southern As ia cannot be
included in this brief statement.
Mahayana Buddhism took form in North India, Tibet, and
China in subsequent centuries. The prestige of Indian learning, enhanced by Buddhism, facilitated acceptance of
varied Hindu philosophies in Tibet and in China; simultaneously architecture and the arts of those countries incorporated Greek elements that had come to India with
Alexander's invasion and had found a place in Buddhist tradition. Some of the doctrines that Buddhism introduced to
Tibet and China included the very teachings against which
Sakya Muni had rebeiled; ultimately Mahayana teachings
came -to include almost the entire gamut of human speculative
thought. Prominent in Mahayana is Bodhidharma, Indian
Buddhist patriarch, who is credited with introducing the
faith into Tibet. He is the central figure in the legend of the
heavenly origin of tea; whatever the role of Bodhidharma,
monks certainly used tea to keep themselves awake during
night-long vigils of prayer and meditation. In recent times,
Bodhidharma's face, reduced to a cartoon, adorned
Japan's tobacco shops as the patron saint of the weed.
(Japanese name: Daruma San)
Mahayana Buddhist sects include some that worship various
saints, especially Amida (Amitabha). The intellectual and
moral fiber necessary to attainment of Buddahood appear to
lie beyond the capacity of ordinary folk, and the doctrine of
Bodhisattvas aimed to meet this situation. A Bodhisattva is
a saintly person who attains enlightenment almost to
Nirvana, but who clings to one last desire-the sal vation of
all living beings. He vows to remain in the universe of birth
and death until the last soul is saved, and becomes a
divine being with power to save those who manifest faith in
his mercifui benevolence. Amida-probably a mythical
figure-is deemed the greatest of the Bodhisattvas and is
classed as a great Heavenly Buddha by his worshippers. To
his Western Paradise he gathers in the souls of all who call
upon his name in faith. Thus the Amida sects exhibit analogies to Protestant Christianity: "Salvation by grace" and
"justification by faith" antedated in Amida Buddhism the
Protestant Reformation in Europe by some centuries. Some
Mahayana sects practically dispense with Sakya Muni in
favor of Amida or some other Bodhisattva, and the founder of
Buddhism appears in their systems as one of the Heavenly
BUddhas. Fortunately, there has been little orno political
conflict or persecution within Buddhism.
By the sixth and seventh centuries A.D., when Buddhism
began to filter into Japan from Korea, centuries of development had enriched, altered and obscured the ori ginal orientation of Buddhism. In the absence of historical criticism of
source documents it was almost impossible to discriminate
among the sacred writings and separate the original con tributions of Sakya Muni from the vast bulk of Buddhist literature. A few of the early Japanese sects foll owed Hinay ana

teaching, which was not unknown in China and Korea. Su lr
sequently the various Mahayana sects appeared in Japan.
More than once, a Japanese ruler has dispatched loyal
monks to China to find some new type of Buddhism that would
not indulge in political intrigue. In each instance, the outcome was the establishment of another Mahayana sect in
Japan. In addition, several indigenous Japanese sects of
Buddhism also developed. Despite sharp controversies within
sects, there has been a minimum of hostility between the
many sects. In modern times the stronger Buddhist sects
actually contribute to the maintenance of temples and
ritual that represent weak sects, lest these monuments to
Buddhist history perish.
Fbllowing are condensed excerpts regarded as closelY approximating the original teachings of Sakya Muni. Thus alr
breviated, the doctrine is barely indicated, perhaps distorted.
(Frpm the "Sermon of Benares")
The Three Conceptions:
The Impermanence of all Individual Existence. Change and
decay are inherent in the universe.
The Universality of Suffering inherent in all Individuality.
Individuality implieSlgnorance, hence sorrowand suffering;
,all effort leads to suffering.
The Non-reality of an Ego Principle. The self is but a
fleeting form, like a raindrop that disappears in the ocean.
Its passing is not annihilation, but the disappearance of a
transient form in a greater reality.
The Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path:
"There are two extremes which he who has gone forth
ought not to follow: habitual devotion on the one hand to the
passions, to the pleasures of sensual things .•. ; and habitual
devotion, on the other hand, to self-mortification ..• There is
a Middle Path discovered by the Tathagata - a path which
opens the eyes, and bestows understanding, which leads to
peace, to insight, to the Higher Wisdom, to Nirvana. Verily,

it is the Aryan Eightfold Path; that is to say, Right Views, 4
Right Aspirations, Right Speech, Right Conduct, Right Mode
of Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and Right
Rapture.
"No,w this is the Noble Truth as t2 Suffering. Birth is attended with pain, decay is painful, disease is painful, death
is painful. Union with the unpleasant is painful, painful is
separation from the pleasant; and any craving unsatisfied,
that, too, is painful. In brief the five aggregates of clinging
(the conditions of individuality) are painful.
"Now this is the Noble Truth as to the Origin of Suffering.
Verily, it is the craving thirst that causes the renewal of becomings, that is accompanied by sensual delights, and seeks
satisfaction, now here, now there - that is to say, the craving for the gratification of the senses, or the cravin g for a
future life, or the craving for prosperity.
"Now this is the Noble Truth as to the Passing Away of
Pain. Verily, it is the passing awaysOtiiat no passion re=mains, the giving up, the getting rid of, the emancipation
from, the harboring no longer of this craving thirst.
"Now this is the Noble Truth as to the Way that leads to
the Passing away of Pain. Verily, it is this Aryan Eightfold
Path. I f (see above)-This excerpt, attributed to Sakya Muni himself, probably
represents one of the abiding elements in Buddhist teaching.
It would not be surprising to discover Buddhists who never
had read this passage; again and again, however, the doctrine
of the Three Conceptions, the Four Noble Truths, and the
Eightfold Path recurs as a vivifying emphasis in Buddhist
history. Despite the frequent episodes of corruption and decay within various Buddhist groups, the ethical trend in
Buddhism is unmistakable, and the corruption of priests or
monks has served only to throw the central emphasis into
bold reli ef.

Tenri-kyo

Prayer session with hand motions.
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Nomanji

Rev. Mr. Sasaki reciting morning prayers. Left hand at kin. Moku-gyo in foreground.

THE TENDAI SECT.
The later years of the eighth century A.D. were notable in
Japan for the work and influence of two outstanding Buddhist
leaders: Saicho (posthumous title: Dengyo Daishi. "Daishi"
is roughly equivalent to "Saint.") and Kiikai -(posthumous
title: KobO Daishi). Both studied in China. St. Dengyo (767822 A.D.) returned to establish in Japan the Tendai sect
(Chinese: T'ien T'ai), while St. Kobo established the
Shingon sect (Chinese: Chen-yen). Since tlle ritual recorded
is that of Tendai, Shingon is not discussed in these notes.
Both Tendai and Shingon provided for the sa! vation of common folks-a feature that had been lacking in the older
Japanese Buddhist sects. As a youth, St. Dengyo established
a monastery on Mt. Hiei. This holy mountain played a major
role in subsequent Japanese history, for the Emperor
Kwammu established the capital city of Kyoto in its sacred
shadow. Ultimately, no less than three thousand temples and
monasteries were built on this mountain. The Kaidan (Ordination Center) on Mt. Hiei witnessed the consecration of
Japan's most noted priests. Gradually, however, Mt. Hiei became a retreat for defeated warriors who shaved their heads
and lived as monks while biding their time and plotting to
retrieve their domains. Inevitably these soldiers of fortune
became embroiled in the riots and political intrigues of the
capital; finally, in the sixteenth century, vengeful political
powers razed the entire array of magnificent buildings. Since
then Mt. Hiei has played important roles in Japan's religious
life. though its fonner glory has not been restored.

St. Dengyo did more than found a monastery. He inspired
the scholarship that survived even Mt. Hiei's darkest days;
he founded a school of art; and his Tendai sect provided the
inspiration of several great Buddhist sects that broke away
from Hiei. Many other sects follow the lead of Tendai in
extolling the Hokke Kyo or Lotus Scripture. The ritual of
morning prayer recorded herewith is the Kannon Kyo
(Kannon Teaching) from this Lotus Scripture. Some of the
recorded hymns are attributed to St. Dengyo; even if he did
not write them, they are ancient and have glorified his
memory.
In modem Japan Tendai no longer holds the preeminent
place that it maintained in the ninth and tenth centuries.
The "refonned sects" of Jodo and Jada Shinshii, established
in the twelfth century and devoted to worship of Amida, claim
the largest numbers of adherents. The Zen sect, imported
from China in the latter years of the twelfth century, wields
great influence; and the indigenous sect of Nichiren, which
dates from the thirteenth century, is popular in eastern
Japan. To the average Japanese Buddhist, however, sectarian
distinctions mean little; he generally worships at any place
that is deemed holy and is careful not to miss any Buddhist
temple or ShintO shrine when on a pilgrimage. As one educated gentlemen commented, "You know, some of them might
have power; it is best to worship all of the gods."
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The morning prayers, recited daily with or without an attending congregation, are based on the Lotus Scripture (Bokke
Kyo) and are performed by the priest, who kneels at a lectern
before the altar. At his left is the kin, a large gong which he
sounds at intervals; at his right isawooden drum (moku-~)
that is beaten in time with the chant. When worshippers are
present the recital is followed by a brief period of worship
during which the congregation, one by one, light incense and
bow before the altar. Before the service, offerings of fruit,
grain, or vegetables in season are placed on the altar.
On special occasions of congregational assembly, hymns
are sung. Typical hymns are recorded. There is no choir of
trained voices; the singers are ordinary members of
Nomanji's congregation. Thus the record presents what may
be heard thoughout Japan in a thousand temples where common folk assemble. Each person holds a rei (small silver
bell) in his hand a nd these are sounded intime with the
music. On the floor befo re each sin ger is another tiny s ilver
gong th at is sounded with a stick at appropri ate times. On
the record, th e mornin g prayers are followed by th e names
and sounds of the various ki nds of gong used in th e tem pl e :
these in clude the hans ho, a community a larm; th e kei, a hangin g brass gong; th e kin, th e rei, th e moku-EYQ, and th e taiko
or large drum that is beaten durin g festivals .
The hymns th at foll ow all are s un g by the Reverend Mr.
Sasaki and his congregation. Th ey in clud e two of the " Five
Sambuts uka" or Wasan Go eka , followed by one of the two
hymns of Mt. Hiei known a s Dengy o Dais hi no Wasan (St.
Dengyo's hymns).
- -- - - -

MEMORIAL SERVICES

Japan

Buddhist temple bell, at Mt. Koya

NOMANJI TEM PLE AT KAWASAKI
Perhaps in any country the common people know little
about the formal doctrines of the religion they profess. To
them holy places, ceremonies, and familiar rituals symbolize
aspirations and afford solace in time of trouble. For thi s
reason, the accompanying re cord presents the ordinary rituals
of an ordinary Buddhist temple; that it happ ens to be a
temple of the TeMai sect is less significant than its position
as a time-honored place of worship for its neighborhood. Any
of the greater temples of historic fame might have afford ed
better-drilled choirs or more elaborate ceremonies.
Nomanji Temple, in the outskirts of the industrial city of
Kawasaki (situated between Tokyo and Yokohama), is about
six hundred years old. A generous endowment explains th e
excellent state of repair of the buildin g and its beautiful
altar. The Reverend Mr. RyOkaku Sasaki, priest of Nomanji ,
is an intelligent, progressive gentleman who cooperated
generously in arrangin g for the recorqin g of s ervices and the
taking of moving pictures. His wife and daughter joine d with
hiin to provide delightful hospitality that cannot be conveyed in the bare record of services and ritual. It is noteworthy that during the past quarter-century a major reform
has quietly spread among all sects of Japanese Buddhists;
formerly priests never marri ed, except thos e of th e Jodo
Slinshii sect; today nearly all Buddhist priests are married.
Prior to the recent World War, large bronze bells hun g in
separate bell-jbwers at most Buddhist temples. Many of
thes e we~crificed to the wartim e demand for metal;
hence there was no bell at Nom anji to round out th e record.
The sound of the big bell, therefore , was recorded at anoth er
temple.

Buddhist families observe memoria l services in honor of
recently deceased rel atives on fix ed days after th e death.
Often these services are conduc ted in th e home by a priest,
monk, or nun. The accompanyin g c hant th at is central in
many such services was re corded at a hom e in Wak ay ama
City, by Miss Betty Lanham. Th e chant is recited by a
Buddhist nun accompanied by the women of th e hous ehold.
This chant is called Hanny a Shingyo.

Priest chanting Okagura ritual, Tenri-kyo.

PRONUNCIATION OF JAPANESE
TENRI-KYO: A SHINTO CULT
Tenri-~

is a sect of ShintO, quite independent of the
former State ShintO. It was founded by a woman, Miki of
Yamato (1798-1887) and has attained considerable vogue.
Miki taught that divine charity dwells in human beings but is
hampered by greed. One must rid himself of every "stain" on
the soul and restore the pristine purity that leads to happiness. Faith-healing often occurs among Tenri-ky6 believers;
Tenri-kyo is perhaps the most aggressively missionary of all
Japanese cults. It is in no sense Buddhist, although its
doctrines and ritual show traces of Buddhist influence.
The chant that accompanies the Okagura (Dance Before
the God) was recorded in the remote island of Amami Oshima
in the Ryukyu Islands; it is typical, however, of Tenri-ky6
throughout Japan. Mr. Kaseda, then Mayor of Naze City and
President of the local Tenri-kyo congregation, courteously
recited the chant for recording. It embodies a sort of confession of faith in ten articles.
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Every vowel ends a syllable (except for an occasional
syllable that ends in "n"). If several vowels succeed each
other, each is a separate syllable: thus, Goeka is Go-e-ka.
In general, syllables are stressed equally-.-- -- ,
Consonants approximate the English sounds. Vowels are
pronounced uniformly with the soft EuroPf!an sounds, thus:
a as in father
e as in bed
as the first e in eve
o as in both
u as in brute
A bar over a vowel doubles the length of time it is held:
thus the name of the city of Osaka (meaning "Big Hill") differs from that of the town of Osaka (Little Hill).
A doubled consonant indicates a glottal stop; thus Hokke
is Ho-k-ke. Pronounce each consonant in such cases'--Hok-ke. '

Photos by Douglas G. Haring
Editor - Harold Courlander
Production Director - Moses Asch

Buddhist priests, Memorial Day Procession, Wakayama City
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M .. ORI SONOS OJ' NI1W ZEALAND
FOLK MUSIC 0 .. YUG08LAVIA
BLACK CARIBS 0.· HONDURAS
BUR .... SE FOLK & TRADlTlONAL Me.lc
TnlDAL MusIC OF AUSTRALIA
RI1LIOIOU8 SONOS '" DRU .. 8 01' B .. H .... A
DRU .. 8 0 .. 'fH" YOIlt:DA OF NIOIIRlA
:HU8lO 0" THII F .. LA8H...
MUSIC 0>' THII UKBAINIO
FOLK MUSIC 0 .. TH" E8KI .. 0
FLA'·HF.AD INDIAS MU8IC
MU81C or THI1 MATO Gao88o
MU81C 0" THII A ...... I IsLANDI
JAPAN-Buddhist Ritual

~m ~g~~o O':,I'Tc;.'ii~}l:::~NS

FP66
FP68

OLDHm SINGINO. East. Tenne.see
Nl1w YORK 19. Doc. b" Tonll Schwartz

P464 . GRKEK FOLK MU81C

FP60

MILLIONS O}l' MU1!\ICIAN8 (SCHWARTZ Doc.)

P458

INDIANS 01" THE UPPER AMAZON

FP61
FP62
FP64

HY"N8 & CAROLS. Andrew R. Summer.
EXCHANQII. Doc. bI! Tonll Schwartz
USQU1ET GRAVF.. Andrew R. Summer.

P461
P462
P464

J.MAICAN CULT MU"lC
FOLK MUSIC 01' SENIIO .. L
INDlANS 0>' CANADA

FP72

FISK JUBILEB SING&RA

FP86-1 TALKINO UNION Pete Seeger
FP86-1 RAmo PROGRAM;''' VOL. 1. Colla06
~~~~O :USIC "ROM THE ~O~TH. Bra. . Bands
1 Hg:~~eF~c:.';o'[r"No~iTH.
FP662 MU81C FRO .. THe SOUTH.
Horace Sprott. No. 2
212" 3311 RPM -LIST $11 90

FP241
FP242

",.

LRAD B ..LLY·S L ... T SBS810N8. VOL. 1
LUD BlOLu's LA8T 8E8SION8. VOL. 2

P466

Mutnc 0)" LIBIDBIA

P466

.

MUSIC OF THI1 PHILIPPIN..
.p'ALY. ~L.
1'1000 J~~~:'RI~~'FOLK SONOS. Bartok Col.
PI008 FOLK MUXlC 0.· NORWAY
2·12" 33 1/, RPM, LIST $11.90
P600 N~ORO MUSIC 0." AFRICA .. NO A ..... lc..
P601 ~1"81C A.· TH .. ME01TERBANll:AN
1'602 AFRICAN &.Ano'A .. EBICAN DRUKe
P504 MU81C OF THE WORLD'S PBOJ'L11:8. VOL. 1
P606 MUSlC 0 .. TH .. WO.LO·8 P"PLI08. VOL. 2

J

~m

10" 331/, RPM, LIST $.US
FP8
C .. LYPSO. MJ:RINOUI1S. Native Music
FP12 CHINBSI: Cu'SSIC MUSIC
FP16 SONGS OF MIIXICO Trio Agumias
FP16 SPANISH GUITAR SOLO •• MontOlia

~~U ~~~;;':'~p~~~;'b"..~~:'B8

CANTOCIAL8. David Kusevnskll
Fp~6
JKWlBH FOLK SONOS Mark Oil
FP29 FUNCH CANADIAN FOLK SON08. Mm.
FP802 CHlN".E FOl,1jO SONGS
~~~g~ ~gi'i'~~~.rg;~o~~~Bi:. SUZII Sann
FP26

FP805 SONGS AHO DANCBS OJ'

FOLK MUSIC OF SPAIN

1'413 INDIAN MUSIC OF MEXICO
P414 FOLK MUSIC OF FRANCE
P416 FOLK MUSIC OF P"RU
PU6 UZBIIK. AZERBAIJAN. BUKHARA. AR .. IINIA
1'417 .NBORO Io'OLK MUSIC ALABA .. A. Secular
P418 N"ORO FaLl{ MUOIC ALABAMA. Religious
1'419 FOLK MUSIC OF RU"ANIA. Bartok Coil.
P4:!0 A ....R. INDIAN MUSIC 0" TH .. SOUTHW ..._
P4~~ MUSI? OF SOUTH ARABIA (Documentaru)
P422 TRAD L & CU"lC MUSIC 0" INDI..
P423 MUSIC OF SOUTHRA8T A81A

FP42
FP43
FPU
FP46

=.

iii

Su

12" 331/, RPM, LIST $S.9S
P401 SIOUX AND NAHJO
P402 MUSIC OF EQUATORIAL AFRICA
P403 DRUM. OF HAITI, Percussion
P404 FOLK MUSIC OF TURKEY
P405 FOLK MUSIC OF ETHIOPIA
P406 INDONESIA : BALI.JAH.Su .. nRA.MALAYA
P407 FO~K MUSIC OF HAITI
1'408 MlDDLI1 EAST-PALESTINE
P409 FOLK MusIC OF INDIA
PUO CULT MUSIC OF CUBA

FP806
FP807
FP809
FP810

YUGOSLAVIA

SONOS AND DANCES OF AR .. ENIA
SONG. AN!) DANC .. S OF SWITZERLAND
JEWIBH FRIOILACH SONG •. Nazara/J
AROENTINE FOLK SONG8

::~:U ~;~~I:~ bo..'N"i:E~O~'?~R~~~~es

FP816 S""11 AS FP16
FP820 RU8SIAN FOLK SONOS. Piatnbkll Chorus
FP821 CAN .. DIAN NORTHWOOD" BALLADS

~~:~i l1~i~AGo~g~T~:~~~~~N~all~::e

FP824 GoSPEL SON08 (Bahamas)
FP827 JKWI81l . FOl.K SON08 :tt2. Mark 011

~~m ~0~~Nl"~A<;'~:~8~!'~~I:':AO,~U"

FPR31 FOI,l( S<)NOS OF NJlWFOTlNDLAND. Mm.
FP832 FOLK SONOS 0" FRANC..
FPR33 r.R"OL" SONOS OF HAITI .
(M rl b )
FOLK MFUSIC °SF HOND(UMRA"E
~PP88~! W
a)m aa
r
')IJ
Bl·SH
nt.K ONGR
", von"
FP836 SPANI8H CHRIST..... S O N 0 8 .
FP837 PlANO M"RINOU'," no .. HAITI. Natwe
::~::J l?UTCHHFOI.~ SONOS H
FPS40 C~~::R"A';''hA~~~:~'tan'::':!/a''d.
FP841 IARUL. FOLK SONO •. HUlel <1 Aviva
FP842 SONOS rBO.. THB BIBLII. Hmel <1 Aviva
FP843 Q"'BlolAN FOLK SONOS. Marth" Schlamme
FP8H SWIIDISH BALLAD8 . Sven-B. Taube
FP846 PoBTUOIl811 CHRIST ..... SONOS
FPR46 JA .. AICAN FOLK SONOS . Lou.se Bmon.tt
FPR48 POLIIH FOLK SONOS. Man" Areaa
FP911 Ig~:;"so,;:;:P':-/'J,':J6 Cs".~~'::'ENTS.
FP913 FOLKSONOS OF AFRICA. SO"'O Swappers
FP914 CALYP80 VOL. 2. Lord Invader
FP916 ITALIAN SON08 AND DANC .. S. MalOY Area.
FP920 FLAMIU<CO GUITAR. Marie Escudero
FP921 FOLK MUSIC. Tadjik . Kazak. etc.
12" 331/, RPM, LIST SUS
FP62 EXOTIC DANC .... Irom m.anlilands
FP54 RTf " SU,N CHoaA',.BlI~a"tit&e. Ukraine, etc.
FP66 HINDU MUSIC (demonatration)

SCIENCE SERIES
12" 33'/, RPM, LIST $S.'S
FPX100 SOUND8 0 .. FaI:QU.NCY (T .. 8T R ..CORD)
FPX1~1 SCI.NC", IN OUR LIVR8 (C.. LDIIB)
~~~m ~g~~~: g~ :-:I1~.:!'BOP. R .. IN FO.... T
FPX122 SOUNDS or AK1CBIC.. N SOUTHWEST
FPX124 SOUND8 0" ANI .. U8 (ZOO '" FUM)
FPX126 BoUND8 0 .. SRA ANI .. AL8. (No.2 FLORID.. )
FPX126 THII CARNIVAL (THI1 MIDW .. Y .. NO
M_RY-Go-RoUND)
FPX130 SOUND PATTDN8

10" 33 1j, RPM, LIST $4.25
FP2
WHO BUILT A .. J:RICA. Folk Songs
FP5
SONGS To GROW ON, VOL. I. Nurs. DOllS
FP7
MnsIC TI .. B. Charitll Bai/ell
FP20 SONOS To GROW ON. VOL. 2. School Dalls
~~U2 ~gt;:·-I~I:sL;~g.!8I~~Or:B~~A Work Sonos
FPI03 FOLK TAL... FRO" WEST AFRICA
FPI04 THE DR"'A" KI1BPER. Hughes
FP205 THE REAL DAVY CaoCKIlTT. BUI Halle.
FP701 A .. BBICAN FOLK SONG". liesoer

::~?g~ ~~~~~~~~~ trADM~~NOS.

NYC

FP706 FOLLOW THE SUN81CT. Charitll BaUev
FP708 FRENCH FOLK SON08 FOR CHILDREN.Mills
FP709 Man SONOS TO GROW ON. Mms
FP710 BBASTS. BIRDS. Buos '" LITTLE FIB HilS
(animal songs bll Pete Seeoer)
FP711 B"t~~1m~1a.",!;0~Ub"vS tet~'~~:~e~ISHES
FP712 FIRST ALBU" OF JAZZ. Huoh.es
FP740 RHTH .. S 0" WORLD. LangstOt> Hughes
12" 33'/, RPM, LIST $5.95
FP61 DANCE-A-LONG. Rhllthms, Percussion
FP762 A .. ERICAN NI1GRO HI8TORY. L. Hughes

LITERATURE SERIES

12" 33'/, RPM, LIST $5.95
FP9~ S BROWN & L HUOHE. Readin~
FP91 A'NTHOLOGY Or NI1GRO POETS sell- read
FP91-2 ANTHOLOOY 0" NI1GRO POlITs.
Readitl.Q8 b1/ A.rKG BontemtJ8
~'P92 BHAOAVAD GIT.. & RUIAYANA. E:t:cerpta
FP97 IN .... NO (John C(ardi)
FP97-2 THII LATIN LANOU ..OI1. Moses Hadas
FP97-3 VIROIL'S "THIO AENEID". Moses Hada.
FP99 ALBBaT--SA .. S .... LL-UTHJ:R8 (Hovae)
2·12" 331/, RPM, LIST $11.90
FP93/4 JA .. E8 JOYCE Soc .. Finneoa,,'a Wake
FP96/6 POE.'sMoNT"OIl.lOO"ra.oIFrmochooeta

JAZZ. SERIES

12" 33 1/, RPM, LIST
FP63 JAZZ. VOL.
FP66 JAZZ. VOL.
FP67 JAZZ. VOL.
FP69 JAZZ VOL
FP63 JAZZ; VOL:

~~:~ ~!~~: ~gt:

$S.9S
1. TH .. SOU:rH
2. TH .. BLUES
3. NBW ORLBANS
4 JAZZ SINOEns
6'. CHIC.. GO
.

JAZZ. VOL. 8. BIG B .. NDS betore 1936

JAZZ. VOl... 9, PIANO

::
::

5

B

iE

5
§

I
~

::

E

::

=1

I
!

¥: ~:~A.:gR~ ~1922-34)

~'P69

FP71

::

B

FP73 JAZZ. VOL. 10. Boo01E. Ju .. P. K .C.
FP76 JAZZ. VOL. 11. ADDIINOA
10" 331/ RPM LIST $4.25

~P30

1

I

FOOTNOTlO8TOJAZZ. Babll Dodds Drums

F~i~ ~gg~:~:~g~!~~'~~1<.{t~':..~~~m/
FP712 FIRST ALBU .. or JAZZ

.

'

.

INSTRUCTION

10" 33'/, RPM, LIST $4.25
FP303 6-SftINU B .. NJO. Pele Seeger
,
2·10' "'/, .... LIST $IS.OO (_Ith MoIlI
FPl001 SP.. NISH-Sm.r-T.. uOHT
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I FOLKWAYS RECORDS AND SERVICE CORP.
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117 West 46th Street •
DII

New York 36, N.Y.
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